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“Ours is a different kind of race, there are no feed
stations, no course markings, and no assistance of
any kind allowed during the stages. Riders must
navigate and be totally self sufficient in every
respect while racing.”
If that email from race organiser Antonio Malvar didn’t
get the alarm bells ringing then a quick look at the
results from previous years should have. Worryingly it
seemed that on average about 40% of the riders that
lined up outside the hotel Turismo Sao Lazaro in the
northern border town of Braganca, didn’t make it all
the way to the Algarve resort of Sagres, the end of the
last stage a week later!
Really, I was looking for a long event to use purely as
training and the TransPortugal was probably a bit too
extreme, but the timing was right. On the plus side, I’d
heard nothing but good things about the organisation
and the way the race was run. The race was full but
due to a cancellation with only 3 weeks to go there
was a place available for me if I wanted it. I did, so I
took it.
The coach journey north from Lisbon to Bracanca took
more or less all day but at least it gave us a chance
to catch a glimpse of the kind of terrain we’d be up
against on the way back down.
The hotel provided a nice conference room for Antonio
to deliver his welcome speech and give a briefing for
the first stage. The philosophy of the organisation, he
explained, was to provide a race designed with the
rider’s needs as the priority. The staff and the hotels
at the end of each stage were there to provide an
environment where riders could recover and prepare
for the next day in comfort. Basically, he explained, it
was a race that he would want to ride himself. In the
same breath, he also explained that he wanted his
race to provide an extremely harsh physical test to the
riders, and that tomorrow’s stage would be so tough
that it was unlikely everyone would finish!
With no really major climbs on the first day we still
managed to clock up nearly 4000m of altitude gain
as the course wound its way through the mountains
towards Freixo. The ReeVax guys had started very fast,
giving a glimpse of things to come - Peter Paelink set
a new course record. For my part, I discovered the
biggest thorn bush in this part of Portugal, and for
some reason rode straight through it.
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BIG WHEELS ARE FASTER.

WHY:
The reasons to go big when it comes to wheel size
are well accepted these days: more momentum, more
stability, more traction. The real question, is why a
Fisher 29er? Because GaryÕs built more 29ers than
anyone on earth, and all that experience has been
reÞned into an Õ08 line of Fisher 29ers that amplify all
the beneÞts of bigger wheels while making light of any
drawbacks.
GaryÕs proprietary G2 geometry with custom offset
forks improves the slowspeed handling of the 29ers
wheels across the whole line. Combine that with our
new Superßy, the lightest Fisher hardtail ever, and
the new HiFi full suspension in a 29" platform, and
once again Gary has changed the question from ÒWhy a
Fisher?Ó to ÒWhich one?Ó

black, took a step back into a bush and made the
sign of the cross. Probably asking for forgiveness
on my behalf for the terrible line I took through that
section! I survived, but four riders didn’t make it to
the end of the stage including Al, who had ridden
the whole 1000km route a few weeks earlier as
reconnaissance, and Sonia Lopes who spent the
night in hospital after a heavy crash.
By the end of day 4 the standings on GC remain

HOW:
Two of the generally accepted compromises with 29"
wheels are that they take more input to steer and are
tougher to Þt to smaller riders. Good thing Gary doesnÕt
readily accept compromise. The introduction of G2
GeometryÑcustom offset forks for 29ersÑreduces
the amount of trail built into the front end. This has
the beneÞt of quicker handling, plus more toe/wheel
clearance, so Fishers can Þt smaller riders right out
of the box. Compared to the rest of the bikes aboard
the 29er bandwagon, Fishers are more responsive,
easier to Þt, and most likely lighter. Good things come
in uncompromising packages.

unchanged, Peter Paelink and Domie Sacre from
team ReVax sat in 1st and 3rd with Portugese rider
Joao Marinho in 2nd. The weather continued to

Available in aluminum, carbon or steel, hardtail or full
suspension.

show every sign of turning nasty but after a couple

ANOTHER ANGLE ON 29ERS

of pretty rubbish days the riding was getting a little
better for me. The hotels and dinner were always
something to look forward to!

ANGLE OF ATTACK

26"

During the night’s briefing Antonio described to

29"

29" wheels decrease your angle
of attack. Why should you care?
Decreasing the angle of attack
lets you roll over obstacles faster,
smoother, and easier than you can
with smaller wheels.

HARDER
EASIER

a weary mob that tomorrow’s160km stage would
be “extremely difficult”. Although there were no
real mountains in this area we could still expect to
ascend over 3500m before reaching Monsaraz.

Tactically, this proved to be something of a mistake,

valley followed by 100km of fast rolling double

the resulting day of punctures slowed me so much

track. The view across the valley was spectacular

that at one point even making the cut seemed

but thankfully “The Oven”, as the area between the

unlikely. I hooked up with fellow Brit Al Wilson, who

River and Alfaiates is known, was switched off for

was having an equally frustrating day, and we time

the day.

trialled the last 60km together.
Somewhere on the road to Ladoeiro is Monsanto,
Stage 2 featured a long section of fantastic

an ancient settlement perched high on a massive

medieval single track complete with giant stone

hill in the middle of a vast flat plain. As I descended

steps down into and up out of the Douro river

out of town, an old woman, dressed head to toe in
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The start was a wash out, pouring rain soaking
puzzled looking locals and hotel staff as they
gawped at riders in full waterproofs hanging around
waiting for kick off. The first climb went up some
sort of cobbled single track and by the time we
reached the top the rain turned to hail. From there
on, for the most part it was open country and the
course was mainly farm tracks, apart from a long
section of Roman road at the end of the stage. I
spent the rest of the day with Matt Barton in a small
group trying to hide from the constant headwind

For more info: www.Þsherbikes.com or 02 8832 6900

As he pushed over the
rise his only thoughts
were of the sweet flowing
singletrack that lay ahead.

and rain. There was some racing at the front but,

Well at least, my part in it lasted until the start of

my old mate Paul Errington, who had been strong all

like most of the riders I was happy just to finish the

the hills!

week was on a flyer and had gone through up in the

day.

top 10. It looked like I might just scrape top 20 until
After a couple of hours I made it to the forest, it

I was caught then finally dropped about 1km from

The weather was a bit better next day for the 150km

was hot and the wet ground made it steamy under

home, thanks Sven, Tim and Johan! I tried to hang

to Albernoa, but not much .This time it was fast

the trees. The first of the two big climbs was on

on, but to be honest it’d been a bit of a long week.

rolling double track with some tarmac sections

dirt and my GPS showed the track crossing contour

meaning speeds were high. The group stayed

lines at right angles - straight up! The second, this

Despite breaking his chain on one of the steep

together for longer than usual but split up as soon

time on road, wasn’t much better. I got back riding

climbs along the coast Peter took the stage and the

as it hit the Alentejo hills. Joao had a problem with

with some others and by the time we made it to the

overall victory, Joao finished 2nd and Domie held off

his GPS and, unable to navigate, was forced to

finish in the town square it was cold again and the

last year’s winner Ricardo Melo, to take 3rd. Hillary

stop after he lost contact with the leaders. He got

rain wasn’t far away. Jose (the race mechanic) set

Harrison took out the women’s race.

going again, using a borrowed unit but was plagued

up shop in the hotel for the last time, the queue of

by mechanicals and lost time. Amazingly, he still

bikes waiting his attention suggested another late

For me the race was a chance to meet up with old

managed to keep his position in GC. Domie crashed

night.

friends and to make some new ones. It was also a

and was taken to hospital after the finish but turned

Set around the idyllic township
of forrest, nestled in the heart
of the otways, these world
class mountain bike trails will
excite all riders with perfectly
flowing roller-coaster-like
single-track.

rare opportunity to see parts of the country that can

out to be okay to continue. Although remote, the

At just 95km, the last day was a shorter stage but

only really be seen by bike and to ride with some

hotel was extremely comfortable and again the food

the kicker was 40km of fantastic single track along

great riders on some stunning trails. I guess that’s

was great.

the cliffs overlooking the ocean. As the track wound

what Antonio had in mind when he conceived the

toward the sea the sky got bluer and the air started

event. It was a tough race, but definitely a race for

filling with that salty flavour.

the riders.

day were pretty typical of the region, being not

Holiday homes replaced farm buildings as the trail

particularly high but very steep. The first part of the

smoothed and eventually turned to paved road for

TRANS

stage was flat and fast. I counted 7 nationalities in

a short section before we hit the cliffs. At the last

the pace line that lasted until the start of the hills.

check-point I was told by Luis the photographer that

Day 7. The Algarve Mountains stood between

The Kona 24hr is an off road
endurance mountain bike event
for solo riders or relay teams
of up to 10 people of any level.
If you own a mountain bike then
this event is for you!

us and the coast and the two main climbs of the
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Event
Kona 24hr mountain bike race
Date/Time
December 1st - 2nd 2007
Location
Forrest mountain bike park, Victoria
Entry
www.fullgaspromotions.com.au
Check out the race info and get
your beauty sleep now,; there’ll be no
time and no excuses for it at the kona
24 hour global series australia.
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